We at GNIMS regard student induction as one of the key elements supporting our corporate objective of welcoming, introducing and settling down our students, so that they are able as quickly as possible to benefit from the campus life.

We recognize that induction plays a critical role in shaping student perceptions of what we offer and our commitment to deliver high quality provision. We also recognize that induction often forms our students' first impression and first experience of our institute. An induction creates opportunities to break the ice with unknown peers in the class and form peer support networks and to fit in the course outline.

The EMBA batch 10 was inaugurated on Sunday, February 21st 2016. The program began with Prof. Lalita Paranjape’s session on “Importance of Communication for career growth.” In today’s world communication is the heart of every organization. Everything we do in the workplace results from communication. Therefore good reading, writing, speaking and listening skills are essential if tasks are going to be completed and goals achieved. As people develop their careers communication skills become more important. Prof. Paranjape highlighted in her session that one needs to keep the learning curve graph growing and communication skills strengthen as we learn newer subjects.

Mr. Aseem Hattangadi took the second session on “why are goals and objectives important for career performance”. Goals promote planning to determine how goals will be achieved. Individuals often set goals in order to satisfy a need; thus, goals can be motivational and increase performance. Evaluation and control allows an individual to set benchmarking for himself/herself. Mr. Hattangadi motivated the class to set goals and objectives for a better outcome from the program.